
































Major issue: CVM estimates are 
susceptible to hypothetical bias in 
general…

Might considering the degree of 
response certainty help?

We collected howsure (a numerical 
certainty scale) from a follow-up to the 
payment question



 Often assumed that all groups of individuals have 
more or less the same spread in the distribution 
of their WTP

 This is something to be careful about if we use 
limited dependent variable models (such as 
logits/probits) 

 These models usually only provide estimates that 
are a ratio of the (unobservable) slope coefficient 
and the (also unobservable) scale parameter



From 
Haab et al. (1999)



Similarly, in the double bounded case:

Distribution of WTP



Could modelling this type of 
heteroskedasticity make a difference…?

On size of estimated mean WTP?

On importance and influence of question 
effects?

On sensitivity to scope?



Could the variance (scale) depend on 
level of response certainty (howsure)?
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Some scope sensitivity 
but not close to 

proportional

Different people have 
different expected WTP













“Mean > zero” is the same 
as CBA rule (HKC)

What matters in a 
referendum is the 
median
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This referendum 
would pass Project 3
which is inefficient












